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Chapter 1721 

“Hmph, what can I tell you? That girl was caught by Kawaguchi-sama, it seems that the girl has some 

secrets…” 

 

Ono Jiro said without warning. 

 

Anyway, David and the others will die soon, so it’s okay to tell them! 

 

“It really is Kazuo Kawaguchi, and he is the only one who can capture Yuhan here…” 

 

David’s eyes narrowed slightly, and there was a cold glow in his eyes! 

 

“Why are you islanders setting up bases here?” 

 

 

David asked Jiro Ono. 

 

These island warriors must have an intention to secretly build a base in the place of Daxia. 

 

David wants to ask, what exactly are these people trying to do! 

 

Only this time, Ono Jiro didn’t say anything, but said coldly: “When death is imminent, I still want to 

inquire about so many things.” 

 

“Kill them for me…” 



 

Ono Jiro ordered loudly. 

 

 

He always felt that David was deliberately trying to trick him! 

 

Several samurai, holding samurai swords, stabbed David and Hu Mazi! 

 

Seeing this, Hu Mazi hurriedly shouted: “David, you are strong in body and are not afraid of swords and 

guns, but I can’t, you have broken this formation!” 

 

Hu Mazi knew that David would definitely be able to break this formation! 

 

“Break open? What are you kidding me? This is the formation that was set up by the envoy of our 

Spiritual Cauldron Spiritual Sect. How could you break it…” 

 

As soon as Ono Jiro finished speaking, he saw a sudden burst of golden light from David! 

 

The terrifying aura swept out, and the few warriors who had rushed towards them were instantly blown 

to the ground by the terrifying aura! 

 

 

 

And the net made up of dozens of rays of light instantly turned into nothingness! 

 

“You…you…” Ono Jiro looked surprised: “You turned out to be the Great Marquis…” 

 



Ono Jiro’s face was extremely ugly! 

 

“Master Hu, how about this little head for you, and this little head for me?” 

 

David said to Hu Mazi. 

 

“no problem…” 

 

Hu Mazi nodded. 

 

I saw David step out, and the terrifying aura erupted from his body. After feeling the aura on David’s 

body, Jiro Ono turned around and ran! 

 

“You still want to run?” 

 

David sneered and chased after him! 

 

Seeing this, Jiro Ono suddenly slapped his palm backwards, and several boulders went straight towards 

David! 

 

David just punched it out, and those boulders instantly turned into powder. 

 

And David’s punch continued unabated, smashing Ono Jiro’s chest fiercely! 

 

Ono Jiro’s rib was broken, and blood spurted out from his mouth. 

 



Ono Jiro did not dare to stop, and his body quickly escaped again! 

 

David chased after him unhurriedly, because he knew that Jiro Ono would definitely lead him to find Ge 

Yuhan! 

 

But Jiro Ono is not stupid. Of course he knew David’s intentions, and he didn’t take David to the place 

where Ge Yuhan was imprisoned! 

 

The cave where Ono Jiro escaped is getting narrower and narrower, and it also has an eerie 

atmosphere! 

 

Just as Ono Jiro was running in front of him, he suddenly slapped his palm towards a stone wall, and 

golden light lasing out from both sides in an instant. 

 

Because of the small opening of the hole, David had no room to dodge at all! 

 

A streak of golden light hit David! 

 

Ono Jiro stopped with a sneer! 

 

But when the golden light hit David, David didn’t move at all, and he didn’t have the slightest scar on his 

body! 

 

That streak of golden light seemed to be empty! 

 

“This…” Ono Jiro was stunned! 

 



Originally, David was brought here, and the engine was turned off to kill David, but he didn’t want 

David’s body to be so powerful! 

 

“Where else do you want to run?” 

 

David looked at the Ono Jiro coldly, and then threw a punch, and the terrifying fist style directly knocked 

the Ono Jiro out! 
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Ono Jiro looked at David, he knew that he was in front of David, that was an ant, and he had no power 

to fight back! 

 

“Where is the girl you caught?” 

 

David asked Jiro Ono. 

 

“Boy, come with you if you have the ability…” 

 

Ono Jiro’s eyes flashed coldly, and he gritted his teeth, as if he was making a decision! 

 

David followed behind Jiro Ono, and as he continued to deepen, the terrifying and bloody atmosphere 

became stronger and stronger! 

 

Soon, David found that the originally dry stone wall was getting wet, and the ground was wet! 

 

When he reached a stone gate, Jiro Ono stopped and looked at the stone gate in front of him, as if 

hesitating! 



 

Looking at David who was approaching from behind, Jiro Ono suddenly pushed open the stone gate and 

walked in! 

 

David didn’t hesitate, and went in directly. 

 

But when David walked into Shimen, he realized that there was a very wide hall behind it! 

 

And there is a circular altar in the middle of the hall, a big spider in the middle keeps spitting silk 

threads, and around the big spider, there is a cage of rays of light! 

 

On the stone wall of the hall, there is actually a silkworm chrysalis-like thing. These things are attached 

to the stone wall and are covered with silk threads! 

 

David didn’t expect that there is a monster here, but looking at the size of the spider and the breath it 

exudes, it’s obviously a high-level monster! 

 

It is estimated that the strength is in the Marquis of Wu or the Marquis of Great Wu. It is necessary to 

know that the monsters are much stronger than humans with the same strength. 

 

“Boy, you really dare to follow me. If I release this spider beast, you will surely die…” 

 

Ono Jiro threatened David. 

 

“Stop talking nonsense, you should let it out. If I guessed correctly, this big spider probably won’t listen 

to you, right?” 

 

“If you let it out, the first thing he eats will be you!” 



 

David sneered. 

 

Ono Jiro’s face turned ugly, obviously because David guessed it right. 

 

“You’d better quit, if you force me, I will perish with you…” 

 

Ono Jiro put his hand on a stone wall, and it seems that the above is the eye of the magic circle! 

 

David glanced at the big spider, his eyes became hot, and then the Dragon Slaying Sword slowly came 

out! 

 

This kind of monster, you must know that the beast pill is a rare treasure! 

 

Even if Jiro Ono didn’t let it go, David didn’t plan to let the monster in front of him go! 

 

“Don’t fcuking talk nonsense, let it out if you have the ability…” 

 

David was ready to deal with the monster! 

 

“I… I really let it go…” 

 

Ono Jiro trembled slightly! 

 

“Damn, so much nonsense…” 

 



David raised the Dragon Slaying Sword and slashed towards Ono Jiro with one sword! 

 

The terrifying energy roared, like a light, and flew towards Ono Jiro in an instant! 

 

When Ono Jiro saw this, he suddenly pressed his palm! 

 

There was only a harsh sound, and then the beams around the spider beast disappeared, and the spider 

beast roared and rushed towards the nearest Ono Jiro! 

 

clang… 

 

David’s sword was blocked by the spider beast and hit the spider beast! 

 

With a crisp sound, the spider beast was in pain and roared, but it didn’t hurt the spider beast! 

 

When David saw this, his face was a little ugly! 

 

Although his sword did not use all his strength, he did not even break the defense of the spider beast! 

 

The spider beast glanced at David, but instead of attacking David, he opened his mouth and bit at Jiro 

Ono! 

 

When Ono Jiro saw this, he jumped up, and then kicked the silkworm chrysalis-like thing attached to the 

stone wall! 

 

The silkworm chrysalis-like thing flew towards the spider beast, and the spider beast’s two legs were 

instantly clamped, and then the two sharp claws cut the outer silk thread directly! 
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When the wrapped silk thread was slashed, a thick bloody smell came out, and then a corpse fell out of 

the silkworm chrysalis-like thing! 

The spider beast swallowed all the silk thread and corpse, and then attacked Jiro Ono again! 

Ono Jiro’s face was extremely ugly, and he kept yelling at the spider beast in his heart. He didn’t 

understand why the spider beast was always chasing him! 

Ono Jiro can only keep kicking things like silkworm chrysalis up and down the stone wall to stop the 

spider beast! 

And in each of them, there is actually a corpse, there are men, women, and even children… 

This scene made David a little shocked! 

At this time, Hu Mazi chased after him, and when he saw the scene at the scene, his face instantly 

became extremely ugly! 

“Master Hu, what’s wrong with you?” 

David asked Hu Mazi. 

 

“Living figurines, these beasts actually made living figurines…” 

 

Hu Mazi gritted his teeth, his eyes were full of anger! 

 

“Master Hu, what are the living figurines?” 

 

 

David looked puzzled, he didn’t know what Hu Mazi was talking about! 

 

“The figurines of living people are to wrap the living people directly with silk, so that people will starve 

to death in it, and then use these figurines of living people to raise monsters!” 

 



“The purpose is to let those living people remove all the filth in their bodies, so that monsters will like to 

eat more…” 

 

Hu Mazi explained. 

 

When David heard it, he was instantly furious, and now he knew that the corpses inside were all 

wrapped up before they died. 

 

At this time, Jiro Ono was still using the living figure to avoid the attack of the spider beast! 

 

 

David slapped it with a palm, and with overwhelming pressure, he went straight to Jiro Ono! 

 

 

Ono Jiro was focusing his attention on the spider beast, but now he suddenly found a terrifying aura 

coming, and Ono Jiro didn’t have time to dodge! 

 

boom! 

 

After a deafening sound, Jiro Ono disappeared without even a sgum, and was directly beaten by David 

to ashes! 

 

After the spider beast lost its target, it instantly turned its attention to David! 

 

The spider beast seemed to know the strength of the person in front of him was relatively high, so it did 

not rush over directly, but spit out a few threads of silk in an instant, and then entangled David and Hu 

Mazi! 

 



Seeing this, David lifted the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand outwards, cut off those threads in an 

instant, and then slashed towards the spider beast with a sword! 

 

Feeling the danger of the spider beast, its figure retreated again and again, followed by its two front legs 

as sharp as knives, waving at David with a lingering energy! 

 

clang clang clang… 

 

David had a Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand, and instantly blocked the attacks of energy, and then 

fiercely stabbed the Dragon Slaying Sword into the spider beast’s body! 

 

puff… 

 

A dark green blood flowed out, and David’s Dragon Slaying Sword pierced into the body of the spider 

beast, but the distance of penetration was very small, and it could only break through the defense of the 

spider beast. 

 

David was shocked, this was his full blow, but he didn’t expect that he just broke the defense of this 

spider beast! 

 

The injured spider beast roared, then opened its bloody mouth and bit David directly. 

 

At the same time, the claws of the spider beast controlled David’s Dragon Slaying Sword. 

 

Seeing this, David wanted to pull out the Dragon Slaying Sword, but found that the Dragon Slaying 

Sword had been controlled by the claws of the spider beast, so he retreated abruptly and avoided the 

attack of the spider beast, but at the same time he let go of the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 

“David, don’t fight here, let’s go out, the space here is too small…” 



 

Hu Mazi said to David. 

 

To fight with such monsters, you must take advantage of speed. Such large monsters are generally not 

very fast! 

 

But in this airtight hall, no matter how fast David was, there was no place for him to use it. 
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Seeing this, David hurriedly followed Hu Mazi towards the outside, while the spider beast was chasing 

after him. Because of the small cave, the spider beast’s body kept hitting the stone wall, causing the 

rocks to fly and the whole mountain to shake! 

“Master Hu, go to Yuhan and rescue her…” 

 

Seeing this, David hurriedly said to Hu Mazi. 

 

If this collapsed the whole mountain and Ge Yuhan was pinned down, he would definitely die. 

 

Hu Mazi nodded, and then instantly disappeared at a fork in the road! 

 

David was desperately running out, while the spider beast was chasing after him. Some island warriors 

who didn’t know what was going on were directly treated by the spider beast as a snack! 

 

The entrance of the hole was right in front of him, David jumped and rushed out, and the spider beast 

also rushed out. The original hole was knocked into a big hole in an instant! 

 

The moment the spider beast rushed out, it spit out several threads of silk, directly restraining David, 

and then opened its bloody mouth and walked towards David! 



 

David’s body flashed with golden light, and he suddenly tore off the silk thread. His eyes stared at the 

spider beast, and he saw the dragon-killing sword on the spider beast still stuck in his body. return! 

 

David held the Dragon Slaying Sword, and at the moment when the spider beast opened its mouth and 

bit it down, David threw the Dragon Slaying Sword directly into the mouth of the spider beast, and the 

Dragon Slaying Sword instantly supported the mouth of the spider beast! 

 

The spider beast tried desperately to get rid of the Dragon Slaying Sword, but it was a pity that the 

Dragon Slaying Sword penetrated deeply into the upper jaw and could not be thrown away at all. 

 

Moreover, the Dragon Slaying Sword is extremely hard, no matter how hard the spider beast is, it 

cannot break the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 

Now the spider beast can’t bite with its mouth, and can only use its sharp claws to keep waving. 

 

The surrounding trees were flying everywhere, making a mess, and large tracts of jungle were 

destroyed! 

 

David is taking advantage of his small body and speed to constantly avoid the attack of spider beasts! 

 

Just when the two claws of the spider beast stabbed at David again, David jumped and went directly to 

the head of the spider beast! 

 

Then the golden light flickered on David’s fist, and the power of the dragon continued to bless him, and 

he punched the spider beast’s head with a punch! 

 

This punch is full of tens of thousands of pounds… 

 



boom… 

 

With a loud noise, David only felt his arm go numb, but looking at the spider beast, he was not injured at 

all, he just twisted his body in pain, as if he wanted to throw David off! 

 

David took the opportunity to grab the fur on the spider beast tightly, controlled the body, and smashed 

it down again! 

 

bang bang bang … 

 

David threw more than ten punches in a row. Although the spider beast felt pain, it couldn’t hurt the 

spider beast! 

 

On the contrary, David’s own arm has no intuition at this moment! 

 

The power of the dragon is constantly weakening, which makes David a little anxious! 

 

He didn’t expect this spider beast’s defense to be so powerful! 

 

The spider beast shook its body violently, but it couldn’t throw David off the body, so it began to slam 

into the mountain crazily! 

 

boom… 

 

The huge spider beast slammed into the mountain, shaking the mountain for a while, and the rocks 

flew! 

 



David was stunned, but his hands were still firmly grasped! 

 

boom… 

 

Another violent impact, the rock collapsed, and the entire mountain was knocked down in half by this 

spider beast! 

 

David’s undamaged golden body was brought to the extreme, and he was not afraid of those rocks, but 

the huge impact of this spider beast made David a little unable to control his body. 

 

If this fell from the spider beast, it would be difficult to jump on it! 

 

But even on the body of the spider beast, David has no way to start! 
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Just when David was a little overwhelmed, Ge Yuhan, who was dressed in white, suddenly fell down, like 

a fairy, and stopped in front of the spider beast! 

The spider beast, who was already crazy at this time, immediately waved its scythe-like claws at Ge 

Yuhan after seeing Ge Yuhan! 

But Ge Yuhan couldn’t hide, just looked at the spider beast quietly, and kept singing something in his 

mouth. 

One after another sound, such as the sound of nature, can instantly make people very comfortable, and 

the manic state of mind can be instantly calmed! 

The spider beast that originally attacked Ge Yuhan suddenly stopped its sharp claws and looked straight 

at Ge Yuhan. 

And after Ge Yuhan finished singing, he stepped forward and started stroking the spider beast’s head! 

 

 

 



At such a close distance, the spider beast didn’t even attack Ge Yuhan, and allowed Ge Yuhan to touch 

it! 

 

“Mr. Chen, go and take your sword out of its mouth…” 

 

Ge Yuhan said to David who was lying on the spider beast. 

 

David looked at Ge Yuhan in surprise: “If you take out the sword, it might swallow you…” 

 

“No, this is animal control, the ancient animal control, it’s amazing…” 

 

At this moment, Hu Mazi looked up and shouted excitedly. 

 

 

David looked puzzled. He didn’t understand what the animal control technique was, but he still believed 

in Ge Yuhan and took out the Dragon Slaying Sword from the spider beast’s mouth! 

 

Ge Yuhan gently stroked the spider beast’s head, and then a faint light enveloped the spider beast. 

 

Soon the body of the spider beast became smaller and smaller, and finally there was only a small spider 

the size of a thumb! 

 

David was stunned when he saw everything in front of him. 

 

Ge Yuhan found a bottle, put the spider beast in it, and then put it in his pocket! 

 



At this time, Hu Mazi also came over and looked at Ge Yuhan with excitement and admiration on his 

face: “Girl, you…you know such an ancient animal control art, can you teach me?” 

 

Ge Yuhan glanced at Hu Mazi, then shook his head: “I can’t…” 

 

 

When Hu Mazi heard this, he was a little unhappy: “You girl, you were rescued by me, and I am your 

savior.” 

 

“It’s not that I don’t teach it, it’s that you can’t learn it at all. You must have a pure heart to learn animal 

control.” 

 

“I am the Holy Maiden of Guanghan Palace. I can learn animal control, but you can’t learn it because you 

are full of women…” 

 

Ge Yuhan’s words instantly made the embarrassed face of Hu Mazi flush. 

 

“Hehe, even if you don’t learn it, I have a trapping beast spell, which is no worse than that beast control 

art…” 

 

Hu Mazi is looking for a step for himself! 

 

“Master Hu, since you have that trapping beast spell, I almost died just now, why didn’t you take 

action?” 

 

David glared at Hu Mazi and asked. 

 



“Are you kidding me, how could you, the son of a dignified dragon, the true body of a golden dragon, 

hang up? Even if you were eaten by that monster, you wouldn’t hang up.” 

 

Hu Mazi quickly explained. 

 

“Okay, don’t flatter me…” 

 

After David finished speaking, he looked at Ge Yuhan and said, “Yuhan, can you teach me the art of 

controlling beasts? When I conquer a heavenly monster, I will be invincible in the world.” 

 

Ge Yuhan rolled his eyes at David: “What kind of dream do you want? Although this animal control 

technique is powerful, it can only subdue monsters that are equal to or inferior to his own strength.” 

 

“It’s simply impossible to tame high-level monsters.” 

 

David was stunned for a moment, and then said puzzledly: “I’m afraid this spider beast has surpassed 

the strength of Da Wuhou just now, so how did you conquer it?” 

 

David knew that Ge Yuhan’s strength was limited, and now it was only the strength of the Great 

Marquis. 

 

“The strength of this spider beast is not high, and the highest is only the early stage of Dawuhou…” 

 

Ge Yuhan said. 
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“Impossible, absolutely impossible. I was almost eaten by this spider beast just now. Could it be that I 

can’t even deal with a monster with only the strength of the Great Marquis in the early stage?” 



David can’t believe it, he is now the strength of the third-rank Dawuhou, how could he even be unable 

to deal with the monsters in the early Dawuhou! 

Ge Yuhan smiled: “Each monster has its weaknesses and strengths. This spider beast has a particularly 

strong defense, so you should fight against it.” 

 

“If you attacked its tail at the moment it spins silk, it would have been killed long ago…” 

 

When David heard it, he was speechless, because he really did not understand the characteristics of 

these monsters, and it seemed that he had to study more in the future. 

 

Looking at the cave that had collapsed and thinking of the people who were made into living figurines, 

David’s heart was full of anger and killing intent! 

 

“These ba5tards, I’ll make them pay for it.” 

 

“Spiritual Fruit Sect, I remember you…” 

 

David gritted his teeth, and his eyes were cold. 

 

“Let’s go…” 

 

Hu Mazi called David. 

 

David nodded, and the three were ready to leave! 

 

But just when David and the others were about to leave, on the road outside the jungle, a car was 

coming fast! 



 

In the car sat Kazuo Kawaguchi and a middle-aged man with a mustache. 

 

“Sakata-kun, I’ll have you in a while.” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi said to the middle-aged man very respectfully. 

 

This middle-aged man is the soul search master Sakata Masamura invited by Kazuo Kawaguchi from the 

island country. Although the strength of this Sakata Masamura is not high, the soul searching technique 

has already reached the level of perfection! 

 

“Kawaguchi-sama is serious, and I also want to see what the souls of thousands of years ago looked 

like.” 

 

Sakata Masamura smiled faintly. 

 

Soon the car stopped, and the two began to walk into the jungle! 

 

As soon as he entered the jungle, Kazuo Kawaguchi’s expression changed instantly. 

 

“Bad, someone has come…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi frowned, and then quickly ran forward. 

 

Sakata Masamura followed closely behind! 

 



And David and the three of them were about to leave when they suddenly felt an extremely dangerous 

aura coming towards them! 

 

David caught Kazuo Kawaguchi’s breath in an instant. 

 

He is very familiar with this breath! 

 

“Then Kazuo Kawaguchi is here, we have to leave quickly…” 

 

After David finished speaking, he changed his direction directly, instead of walking towards the outside 

of the jungle, he ran towards the depths of the jungle! 

 

After Kazuo Kawaguchi took Sakata Masamura to the base, he was dumbfounded. He saw many corpses 

on the ground, and the mountain collapsed, destroying the entire base! 

 

“idiot…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi roared, and then closed his eyes slightly, feeling the breath around him! 

 

Soon his eyes opened: “Just ahead, chase…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi’s eyes were full of anger, and he began to pursue David and the others. 

 

David and the others ran, and Kazuo Kawaguchi chased after him! 

 

I don’t know how far I ran, but Kazuo Kawaguchi was biting hard! 

 



“Master Hu, you take Yuhan to run from other directions, and I’ll lead Kazuo Kawaguchi away…” 

 

David said to Hu Mazi. 

 

“David, can you do it yourself? It seems that Kazuo Kawaguchi’s strength is not weak.” 

 

Hu Mazi asked David. 

 

“Yes, that Kawaguchi Kazuo is very strong. It is estimated that in the later stage of Dawuhou, I am not his 

opponent.” 

 

Ge Yuhan also said. 

 

“It’s okay, I run fast, as long as he can’t catch up with me, I’ll be fine, otherwise we will be caught up by 

him sooner or later.” 

 

David knew that if the three of them ran like this, they would be caught up sooner or later, and it was 

estimated that no one would be able to run away by then! 

 

Now as long as Hu Mazi and Ge Yuhan are safe, David can use the speed advantage to escape. 

 

“Well, you have to be more careful yourself, we will meet in the city ahead.” 

 

After Hu Mazi finished speaking, he was about to leave with Ge Yuhan. 
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“Wait a minute.” Ge Yuhan took out the small bottle from his pocket and handed it to David: “If there is 

danger, this spider beast can help you resist it.” 



 

Then Ge Yuhan told David two spells, and then left with Hu Mazi! 

David put the small bottle in his pocket, deliberately exposed his breath, and started running in the 

other direction! 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi led Nasakata Masamura in hot pursuit, and finally caught up with David on a hill. 

 

“Sure enough, it’s your kid…” 

 

Looking at David in front of him, Kazuo Kawaguchi’s eyes were full of killing intent, and just now he felt 

that the breath belonged to David. 

 

 

David killed Jun Watanabe, and now they have destroyed their secret base, Kazuo Kawaguchi will never 

let him go. 

 

“Kawaguchi kid, your island country dares to set up a private base here with us, and also mutilates our 

compatriots and feeds monsters for you. I will kill you today and avenge those who died.” 

 

David yelled at Kazuo Kawaguchi. 

 

“Haha, don’t you think you’re funny? You can kill me alone?” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi laughed, not taking David in the slightest. 

 

“Whether it can kill you, try it and you’ll know.” 

 



 

David’s body began to glow with golden light, and the undamaged golden body was activated, and his 

body was instantly covered with scales! 

 

At the same time, David was holding the small bottle in his hand and was about to release the spider 

beast. As long as the spider beast blocked Kazuo Kawaguchi for a while, he could escape. 

 

David is not stupid enough to really fight with Kazuo Kawaguchi. 

 

No matter in terms of strength or numbers, David has no advantage. 

 

“Hmph, I’m not self-sufficient…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi snorted coldly, and then the breath on his body began to rise, and then a palm was 

about to shoot at David! 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi was about to start, but was stopped by Sakata Masamura: “Lord Kawaguchi, don’t kill 

him, this person’s soul is too powerful, if we can extract his soul and control it, then we have another 

one under our command. Master.” 

 

 

 

When Kazuo Kawaguchi heard this, he nodded slightly, and then he restrained the breath on his body! 

 

“Sakata-kun, then I’ll have to work for you…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi said. 



 

“Kawaguchi-sama, just look at me…” 

 

Sakata Masamura said, took two steps towards David, and then sneered: “Boy, if you cooperate 

obediently, you can avoid the pain of scraping your bones and eating your heart, do you understand?” 

 

David looked at Nasakata Masamura, and he didn’t have any strength, so he smiled coldly: “I cooperate 

with your mother, and you still want to arrest me based on your strength?” 

 

“Boy, don’t be rude, you’ll know in a while…” 

 

After Sakata Masamura finished speaking, black mist began to appear all over his body, and then the 

black mist turned into a shadow, and instantly surrounded David! 

 

The moment the black shadow touched David, it directly entered David’s body. 

 

Immediately, David was stunned for a moment, and his eyes instantly became dull! 

 

Seeing this scene, Nasakata Masamura’s mouth showed a faint smile! 

 

And Kazuo Kawaguchi said with a look of surprise: “Sakata-kun, your soul searching technique is getting 

stronger and stronger…” 

 

“Hahaha, Kawaguchi-sama has won the prize, so it’s normal…” 

 

Sakata Masamura laughed. 

 



Soon, black mist began to appear in David’s body, and then the shadow slowly left David’s body, and in 

David’s body, a figure that was only about half a meter was also taken out! 

 

This figure is David’s soul. Seeing David’s soul emerging from his body and being brought out, Sakata 

Masamura and Kawaguchi Kazuo laughed even louder! 

 

But just after David’s soul escaped from his body, a golden light suddenly flashed from his body, and 

then he turned into a little golden man! 

 

Seeing this scene, Sakata Masamura and Kawaguchi Kazuo were stunned for a moment, and the two of 

them hadn’t reacted yet! 
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I saw David’s soul smashed out with a punch, instantly hitting the black shadow of Sakata Masamura! 

“Stupid idiot, you want to control me just these two times…” 

David’s soul grabbed the shadow of Sakata Masamura and smashed it down with a punch! 

The light emitted by David’s soul made both of them unable to open their eyes, showing the power of 

David’s soul. 

“Too…too strong…” 

Sakata Masamura watched in surprise, and then a mouthful of black blood spurted out! 

 

He only felt that his soul was being torn apart, and he was powerless to fight back! 

 

boom! 

 

David’s soul was punched out again, and the shadow was directly knocked out, and Sakata Masamura 

endured the severe pain, suddenly opened his mouth, and sucked the shadow back into his body! 

 



When Sakata Masamura looked at David at this time, his eyes were full of fear! 

 

And Kazuo Kawaguchi frowned. He didn’t expect David to have such a terrifying soul in addition to his 

physical strength. Even the soul search master’s soul search technique couldn’t help David! 

 

At this moment, David’s soul also entered the body, and said with a sneer: “With this little ability, let’s 

go home and eat milk…” 

 

Sakata Masamura was so angry that he spurted out another mouthful of blood! 

 

And Kazuo Kawaguchi is surging with blood, and the breath on his body is constantly rising! 

 

“Boy, I want you to die today…” 

 

Saying that, Kazuo Kawaguchi suddenly had a samurai sword in his hand. This samurai sword looked very 

simple, and there was a terrifying breath on the blade! 

 

Immediately after Kazuo Kawaguchi turned his wrist, the samurai sword in his hand came towards David 

at a very fast speed! 

 

A sharp blade came straight to David, and arrived in front of David in an instant. 

 

David stepped back again and again, and then quickly ran towards the distance! 

 

“You can’t escape…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi snorted coldly, and then chased after David. 



 

When David saw this, he threw the small bottle out of his hand without hesitation, and then chanted a 

spell in his mouth! 

 

boom… 

 

With a loud bang, the spider beast broke through the bottle instantly and quickly became bigger. 

 

Seeing the spider beast in front of him, Kazuo Kawaguchi stopped in an instant! 

 

“Eat him…” 

 

David gave an order to let the spider beast go towards Kazuo Kawaguchi! 

 

David himself turned his head and continued to run. He wanted to use this opportunity to escape from 

Kazuo Kawaguchi’s pursuit! 

 

“Hmph, this monster is raised by us, and you still want it to stop me…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi snorted coldly, and then his body jumped high! 

 

Then, with a wave of the samurai sword in his hand, he slashed towards the spider beast’s tail fiercely! 

 

Seeing it, Kazuo Kawaguchi fully knows the weakness of this spider beast! 

 

boom… 



 

With this knife, the tail of the spider beast was cut off instantly, and then the body exploded. 

 

The huge spider beast was actually beheaded by Kazuo Kawaguchi! 

 

Seeing this scene, David felt speechless for a while… 

 

After the explosion, in the incomplete corpse of the spider beast, a green bead radiated light! 

 

“Beast Dan…” 

 

David saw the beast pill of the spider beast at a glance! 

 

At the same time, Kazuo Kawaguchi also discovered it and was about to go forward and pick up the 

beast pill! 

 

David, who had escaped originally, looked at the beast pill of the spider beast and felt extremely 

reluctant to part with it! 

 

This is a beast pill with the strength of a monster of the Great Marquis! 

 

Maybe this beast pill can make David advance to a small realm! 

 

Thinking of this, David gritted his teeth, directly took out the Dragon Slaying Sword, and slammed it 

towards Kazuo Kawaguchi! 

 



Kazuo Kawaguchi did not expect that David would even dare to turn around and attack, and was caught 

off guard. 

 

“Good boy, you dare to turn back…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi’s face was extremely gloomy. 

 

David ignored him, but quickly moved towards the beast pill. This time, Kazuo Kawaguchi understood 

that David was so desperate because he wanted to get the beast pill. 

Chapter 1729 

Kazuo Kawaguchi wouldn’t let David get the beast pill, the samurai sword in his hand flashed again, and 

then his right hand kept sliding, and one after another sharp edge shot towards David! 

David was about to get the beast pill, but one after another sharp edge came quickly, with terrifying 

killing intent, David didn’t dare to fight hard, and could only keep retreating back! 

bang bang bang … 

One after another edge constantly exploded around David, the surrounding rocks flew everywhere, and 

there were deep ravines on the ground! 

Looking at the chaos on the scene, David was afraid for a while, but fortunately, in order to get the beast 

pill, he did not resist Kazuo Kawaguchi’s attack, or else he would have been dead by now! 

“Today, this beast pill, I’m going to decide…” 

David looked at the beast pill and waved the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand suddenly. 

A golden light shot into the sky in an instant, and then slashed towards Kazuo Kawaguchi! 

At the same time, David rushed towards the beast pill. 

 

“Hmph, over your own strength!” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi snorted coldly, and the samurai sword in his hand was waving quickly! 

 



The sword light swung by David was instantly defeated, and then in front of David, a dozen crescent-

shaped blades suddenly appeared! 

 

 

 

The blade is extremely sharp, and it comes with a terrifying breath! 

 

Seeing this, David did not dare to take a step forward, and his body quickly retreated. 

 

However, the speed of these blades was extremely fast, and they engulfed David in an instant. 

 

And relying on the flexible speed, dodging these blades! 

 

brush brush… 

 

One after another knife edge swiped against David’s body. At this moment, David’s clothes were 

scratched with many gaps and were tattered! 

 

And pieces of golden scales were scratched off, and then dissipated in the air! 

 

 

Even with the undamaged golden body to protect the body, David still had many wounds on his body, 

and the undamaged golden body on his body was also incomplete! 

 

David looked at the wounds on his body with a solemn expression: “The speed is too fast, this guy’s 

swordsmanship is really weird…” 

 



Seeing that David was tattered and injured, Kazuo Kawaguchi raised the corner of his mouth: “I said it, 

just because you are not my opponent at all, and my swordsmanship has already been superb, but not 

Watanabe Jun. That idiot can compare.” 

 

“Now you obediently donate your soul, I can save you from the pain of flesh and blood, otherwise you 

will be worse than death…” 

 

“I’ll dedicate your mother, I’ll dedicate your mother, do you want it?” 

 

Although David was thinking about how to get the beast pill and escape at this moment, he did not show 

weakness at all! 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi’s eyes kept beating, and his anger rose: “I’m giving you a chance, but you don’t want 

it!” 

 

“Stop talking nonsense, your swordsmanship is amazing, and mine is not bad…” 

 

David said, the light on his body continued to flicker, the originally incomplete and undamaged golden 

body was repaired at this moment, and the breath on his body also climbed to the top! 

 

Facing Kazuo Kawaguchi, David knew that he had to go all out! 

 

The power of the dragon was continuously injected into the Dragon Slaying Sword, the Dragon Slaying 

Sword radiated light, a dragon roar sounded, and then a golden dragon was seen hovering above David’s 

head! 

 

The golden dragon is mighty and powerful, and David is fighting to the death this time. If he can get the 

beast pill, he will earn it! 

 



Kazuo Kawaguchi squinted his eyes slightly: “Hmph, do you think you can change your fate of failure by 

transforming into a golden dragon?” 

 

After Kazuo Kawaguchi finished speaking, the samurai sword in his hand waved again, and then 

countless sharp edges shot towards David! 

 

This time, David did not dodge, but held the sword in both hands, and then swung forward fiercely: 

“Nine Shadow Sword…” 

 

The golden dragon roared and walked towards the front with endless rays of light, while David’s body 

made the best use of the undamaged golden body, and followed closely behind! 

 

Chapter 1730 

The golden dragon greeted the countless sharp edges and charged forward with the momentum of 

destroying the dead! 

One after another edge was smashed, even if there was an edge hitting David, David insisted with 

gritted teeth! 

The next second, David’s body instantly appeared in front of the beast pill, and he reached out and 

picked up the beast pill! 

And the golden dragon rushing forward also turned into nothingness at the last moment. 

Kazuo Kawaguchi’s expression changed: “You actually know the Nine Shadows of the Watanabe family?” 

“Bah, the Nine Shadows Divine Sword of the Watanabe family is just a defective product, and Lao Tzu’s 

is the real one!” 

When David got the beast pill, he no longer had any scruples. 

As the figure swayed, I saw more and more figures of David. 

Every figure is holding a Dragon Slaying Sword, and all of them exude aura, so they can’t tell the truth 

from the fake! 

“Nine Shadows Divine Sword, ten thousand arrows pierce the heart…” 

 



David shouted angrily, and then several figures waved their swords at the same time! 

 

I saw countless sword beams heading towards Kazuo Kawaguchi. In the end, these sword beams 

converged, burst into golden light, and fell down in the air, leaving a wound directly on Kazuo 

Kawaguchi’s chest! 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi looked at his wound with anger in his eyes: “Boy, whoever dares to hurt me, you are 

the first…” 

 

After speaking, Kazuo Kawaguchi’s body jumped up, and then he muttered a word, and the samurai 

sword in his hand was thrown into the air! 

 

I saw thousands of katana swords, directly surrounding David and his figures! 

 

Immediately afterwards, these samurai swords fell towards David like raindrops. 

 

Thousands of transformed samurai swords directly surrounded David! 

 

Each of them exudes a terrifying edge, and the figure transformed by the Nine Shadows Divine Sword 

instantly dissipates under these thousands of sharp edges! 

 

Seeing the figures in front of him continue to dissipate, Kazuo Kawaguchi raised the corners of his 

mouth. He knew that no one could survive such an attack. 

 

Countless sharp edges merged together and burst into a dazzling light. 

 

boom… 

 



Like a thunder explosion, a dazzling light rose into the sky! 

 

Apart from the mess, there was no one in sight! 

 

“Hmph, ignorant guy…” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi snorted coldly, his face expressionless. 

 

Killing David, for him, has nothing to be happy about, because in his opinion, killing David only needs 

one move, but now he has already made several moves, exceeding his expectations! 

 

Just when Kazuo Kawaguchi thought that David was dead and turned into sgum, and was about to turn 

around and leave, he suddenly found a figure rushing forward! 

 

That figure was in ragged clothes and was extremely fast. Who else could it be if it wasn’t David… 

 

“how is this possible?” 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi’s face changed greatly, he hurriedly urged his true qi, and quickly chased after David! 

 

He never thought that David had escaped! 

 

How could David escape under that terrifying attack? 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi couldn’t figure it out at all! 

 



Soon, Kazuo Kawaguchi came to David’s back, followed by holding a samurai sword and slashed towards 

David fiercely! 

 

With this knife, he will watch David be split in half with his own eyes! 

 

David felt the wind behind him and did not turn his head, but waved the Dragon Slaying Sword in his 

hand back! 

 

Under the control of David’s mind, the Dragon Slaying Sword directly blocked the knife from Kazuo 

Kawaguchi! 

 

clang! 

 

The flames splattered, and the Dragon Slaying Sword was directly knocked out, and David jumped to 

catch the Dragon Slaying Sword. 

 

Under the violent impact, Kazuo Kawaguchi suddenly felt a slight numbness in the tiger’s mouth, and the 

samurai sword in his hand almost came out of his hand! 

 

David didn’t even look at it, after catching the Dragon Slaying Sword, he was still running fast! 

 

Kazuo Kawaguchi looked shocked, looking at the Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand, his face became 

a little ugly: “Lingjian, it turns out to be a sword that generates a sword spirit…” 


